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6

Abstract7

Literature effect of exchange rate fluctuations is caused by some macro-economic variables but8

there have not enough study in this important field. Our purpose was to generalize the main9

factors behind exchange rate fluctuations of Bangladesh from 1987-2017. We used ADF and10

PP test for stationary analysis that is unit root test satisfied preconditions for Johansen11

co-integrating test. Correlation matrix shows the relationships of independent variables with12

dependent one and agreed with FMOLS test. We find no serial correlation in Q-statistics, LM13

and Heteroscedasticity test. Johansen cointegration test specifies that there are no14

co-integrating equations for long run relationship rather the relationship is short run. VAR15

model and Ganger causality test shows there is a significant effect of Remittance, GDP growth16

and International trade to Exchange rate fluctuations because Rsquared values are more than17

6018

19

Index terms— exchange rate volatility, johansen cointegrating test, independent variables, dependent20
variables, GDP growth, remittance, international trade.21

1 Introduction22

xchange rate has a broad history different from today’s marketing system. In the twentieth century, the exchange23
rate system was fixed. The increase or decrease of currency value is totally covered by the government. Before24
First World War, the major currencies of world were fixed in terms of gold. But the changes are made after25
Second World War. U.S dollar got importance for currency evaluation of most currencies. Despite this, some26
of the world’s most important currency trading rates change frequently. Thus, the equilibrium exchange rate is27
determined in the market where demand and supply of currencies intersect. The demand of currency is caused28
by the net export and supply of the currency is based on the net foreign investment. Demand and supply change29
caused the change in the value of currency in the market place. The increase in the demand makes the currency30
more valuable than the low demanded currency. The constraint in the supply has a great effect in its value.31
Under floating exchange rate system, higher currency demand appreciates its value (exchange rate) while the32
higher currency supply depreciates its exchange rate in the foreign exchange market place. The foreign exchange33
rate is called Forex rate internationally. It is the rate by which the relative economic soundness of a country34
determined. The exchange rate stabilization is important while in transmitting money among the countries. A35
country can be caused in the losses for currency appreciation or depreciation. The foreign exchange department36
of every country specially watch and analyze the exchange rate to save their position. The trading, manufacturing37
companies and commercial banks are highly depend on the exchange rate because they have to deal with foreign38
clients in terms of profit and capital transformation. So, whether you are individual or industry receiving or39
sending money from the foreign countries need to keep a spontaneous eye on exchange rate of currencies because40
it is fluctuating in nature. The changes of exchange rates may occurred daily based on the market forces from41
one country to another the forces are demand and supply. The market forces concept is narrow based while42
there are some major factors, have long term effect on exchange rate for this the exchange rate fluctuates are our43
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6 LITERATURE REVIEW A) REMITTANCE AND EXCHANGE RATE

main concern to be analyzed. This study investigates some major factors that have a great importance for the44
variation in the exchange rates and reason of their volatility can be described accordingly. In this study we have45
four variables (Remittance, GDP growth and international trade) to show whether there is long term relationship46
with exchange rate.47

In our theoretical logic the remittance has an effect on the exchange rate. But the effect may appreciates or48
depreciates the currency. The logic for depreciation of real effective exchange rate is the developing countries49
having small economy and living family members abroad remitting their earnings to the home country. The inflows50
of huge remittance creates no problem when the economy is large and absorbs the excess money received from51
the foreign country .But the problem occurs when the economy is small and the absorption of huge remittance52
cannot be compatible. The negative effective on exchange rate is experienced because the currency recipient in53
home country on behalf of the working members doing job in foreign country received the excess money and54
spends the money in the local market for purchase of assets and commodities. The purchase creates the local55
inflation causing home currency depreciation against foreign currency. The government takes the traditional way56
to fight the inflation imposing higher interest rate but the problem affect the businessmen and local people who57
are not in the remittance circle. Because the capital for financing business from local becomes expensive. GDP58
growth is one of the main factors which have significant influence on exchange rate. Currency appreciates by a59
stable growth in GDP. International trade is a summary of the import and export of a particular country. A60
country needs to purchase something from another country. In the opposite side, other countries also need to61
purchase something from outside of the residence. This imbalance of demand and supply creates international62
trade. Because the home country is unable to fulfill the demand made by its people that creates import from a63
foreign country. When there is a surplus of product and services after meeting the existing demand, the Export64
intension is preferable to a foreign country. When the export is greater than import a country is benefited. This65
causes currency more valuable than other currency and currency appreciates.66

2 II.67

3 Objective of the Study68

General objectives is to find out the significant factors influencing exchange rate movement. How much they69
influence the exchange rate is to be determined. We at first selected five independent variables named inflation,70
interest rate, remittance, GDP growth and international trade in our analysis to show the effect on exchange71
rate. But for stationary test of ADF and PP in Eviews software, Inflation and Interest rate are stationary at72
level. Our requirement for at level is Non-stationary. These two variables did not fill our requirement except73
others. So, we dropped them.74

The main objectives are: 1) To analyze the determinants of Foreign Exchange Rate in Bangladesh. 2) To know75
which of the determinants is playing the main role in foreign exchange rate. 3) To make appropriate suggestions76
for suitable policy implementation for problems arising from the appreciation/depreciation of currency in the light77
of finding of the study. 4) To make summary of relationship among the independent and dependent variables.78

4 III.79

5 Conceptual Framework80

The conceptual model depicts the proposed causal model. Here the real effective exchanger rate is dependent81
variable which has direct impact from the major three independent variables. Although there have some other82
variables our focus point is on the Remittance, GDP growth and international trade.83

IV.84

6 Literature Review a) Remittance and exchange rate85

Remittance have positive effect evidenced by several analysts in Pakistan. Among them, Nishat ??and Bilgrami86
(1991) state that remittances increase GNP. They found the positive relation between remittance and GNP87
analyzing Keynesian macro model and three stage-least squares method using data from 1960 to 1988. Moreover,88
Haque and Montiel (1992) found that the worker’s personal remittance appreciated the exchange rate movement89
from 1982 to 1991.Ahmed ara and Hyder 2005 investigated in their VAR (vector autoregression analysis). They90
found the foreign remittance has a significant effect on exchange rate variation in Pakistan. They included it91
as foreign shocks and the significance of foreign shocks got priority since the year of September 11, 2001. They92
showed the foreign remittance is a reason being an external shock for exchange rate variation. But, another93
variable such as trade has little impact on exchange rate, national output and prices of goods in Pakistan.94
However, the conclusion was external output shrink leads to exchange rate devaluation. The positive effects95
of remittance form abroad lead to an enhancement of domestic output appreciating exchange rate of Pakistan.96
??arajas et al. (2010) found in their analysis that decreasing trade and capital openness is a result of remittance97
effect for countries and Fayad’s (2010) indicated that FDI (foreign direct investment) attenuation appreciates98
remittance.99
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7 b) GDP Growth and Exchange rate100

Adusei and Gyapong (2017) investigated in their analysis, included GDP growth as one of the important variables101
besides foreign debt. Without that, they include inflation, money supply and trade. Among the factors,102
they concluded GDP growth and external debt as significant factors to predict the exchange rate for Ghana.103
??tancik(2007) and Oaikhenan ve Aigheyisi, (2015) states that the country’s specific factors such as trade, capital104
flows, economic growth rate, foreign reserve, foreign debt and current exchange rate. They concluded that the105
effect of factors on the exchange rate is not significant rather the effect is based on techniques of evaluation,106
analysis periods and the country’s financial conditions. Abbas et al (2012) and Ramasamy and Abar (2015)107
study was based on 15 periods data of ten African countries from the year 1996 to 2010. They tried to show that108
interest, inflation and GDP has an impact on the exchange rate. But, they found that only GDP has influence109
for the exchange rate movement but not the others. The same result is found in the analysis of Nucu (2011)110
in Romania. The analyst uses data from 2000 to 2010 based on the country of Romania. The study concluded111
that GDP growth increases rate of exchange fluctuation. But the increased imports decreases current account112
balance hence currency depreciates. They also indicated that USD/RON as their currency is not related to GDP113
directs to other determinants not included in their study. ??arveen et al (2012) in their study named ”factors114
affecting exchange rate variability in Pakistan” from the year 1975 to 2000. They uses statistical tests such as115
ADF, Linear regression specified by OLS for results. Factors were Export, import, economic growth rate and116
inflation. They found that 98% variability in exchange rate just because of these factors.117

8 c) International trade and exchange rate118

Excessive exchange rate volatility leads to delays in investment decisions, causing uncertainty in the economy.119
The uncertainty that is caused by volatility also negatively affects economic growth by affecting investment120
and investor confidence, productivity, consumption and international trade and capital flows (Oaikhenan and121
Aigheyisi, (2015: 49). In the study of Baldwin and Krugman (1989), they investigated capital inflow and trade122
balance to show the relationship with real exchange rate. In their analysis, the conclusion was large inflow of123
foreign capital primarily appreciates exchange rate. But, when they tried to show the relationship with trade124
balance, the conclusion was the depreciation of exchange rate is caused by Trade balance.125

V.126

9 Data and Methodology a) Sample description127

This study used annual data for the period 1987-2017. Different sources for the data were approached (world128
development indicator, private sector, and international organizations) to find out the nature of the available129
data. All these sources of data are recognized, accepted and the provided information that has been used widely130
in the country. So, data and information of the sources incorporated in this analysis are reliable.131

10 b) Research design132

The stationarity of data is determined, by using Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test. To select the optimum133
ADF lag, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is used. Stationarity of the variables are checked once with an134
intercept is included only, and again when both an intercept and a linear deterministic trend is included. Johansen135
co-integration test is used to determine the co-integration in the regressions used for analysis. In order to analyze136
the factors affecting the exchange rate, a linear regression model has been used. The two stage least square137
method has been used for estimating the important linear regression equation models.138

11 c) Variables Description and Data collection d) Model Spec-139

ification140

To investigate the factors influencing real effective exchange rate, we used the econometric model. We used141
three independent variables and one dependent variables. Independent variables in the model are namely142
Remittance, GDP growth, and International trade. The dependent variable is real effective exchange rate.143
We converted all the variables in log transformation because the nature of date are not same. Log Normal144
conversion helps to equalize the base of variables.The econometric model is, REER= F( REMITTANCE, GDP145
GROWTH, INTERNATIONALTRADE)???(1) LREER = ? + ?1(LREMIT) + ?2(LGDPG) + ?3(LINTTRADE)146
+ ?i ???..(2)147

Where: L=Log. REER= Real effective exchange rate REMIT= Personal remittance received GDPG= GDP148
growth rate INTTRADE= International trade ?1 is the co-efficient for remittance ?2 is the co-efficient for GDP149
growth ?3 is the co-efficient for International trade ?i is error terms150

In our study, we used Statistical tools like as Agumented dickey fuller test, Phillips-Perron test, Johansen151
co-integration test, fully modified ordinary least square, Regression model by Eviews 10 statistical software. In152
our analysis ADF and PP test is used to investigate the variables are Stationary or not. Because, the data must153
be non stationary at level and stationary at 1st difference. Regression model is used to specify the coefficients of154
different variables. Johansen co-integration test is used to find whether there are long-run economic relationship155
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21 V. WALD TEST STATISTICS

between the variables or not. FMOLS (Fully modified ordinary least square) is used to determine the significance156
of independent variables to influence the dependent variable.157

12 i. Unit Root Test158

Many macroeconomic data is nonstationary data. Therefore, it has to be converted those nonstationary data159
to stationary data. Unit Root test is carried out to test whether the series is level stationary (I (0)) or first160
difference stationary (I (1)).ADF and PP test of stationary is performed by the Eviews 10 software where the161
three independent variables (Remittance, GDP growth and International trade) and the dependent variable is162
real effective exchange rate. The results of test is shown below. The ADF and PP test must confirm that the163
variables are non-stationary at level and stationary at 1 st difference. Then we can be able to test the johansen164
co-integration test and regression analysis.165

Unit Root Test is based on the following three regression forms: Without Constant and Trends:??? ?? =166
???? ???1 + ?? ?? ???????????????????????????????????????? (3) With constant:??? ?? =? +?? ???1 + ?? ??167
???????????????????????????????????????? (4)168

13 With constant and trend:???169

?? = ???? + ???? ???1 + ?? ?? ???????????????????????????????????????? (5)170
The Hypothesis is H0: ?=0 (Unit Root) H1: ?? 0 ii. Regression Model The regression model helps to determine171

the influence of independent variables over the dependent variable. How much change in independent variable172
cause the change in the dependent variable can be detect easily through the regression analysis. It helps to173
determine the coefficients of different variables. iii. Johansen Co-integration Test The test of co-integration helps174
to detect whether there is any long run association between variables or not. In this study, we tried to show the175
long run association between of independent variables (remittance, GDP growth and international trade) and176
real effective exchange rate. Johansen co-integration test need two conditions to be filled up in Unit root test177
statistics. One is the data should be non-stationary at level and another is the data should be stationary at first178
difference. In our analysis the unit root test is performed by Augmented Dicky-Fuller Test and Phillips-Perron179
test. This test includes two types of results one is trace test statistics and other is maximum eigenvalue test.180

14 Trace Test Statistics181

The trace test statistic can be specified as: The output of the trace test assumes that the null hypothesis assumes182
in which the number of distinct co-integrating vector(s) be less than or equal to the number of co-integration183
relations (r).184

15 In Trace statistics-Null hypothesis:185

The number of co-integrating vectors are equal to r.186

16 Alternative hypothesis:187

The number of co-integrating vectors are more than r.188

17 Maximum Eigenvalue Test189

The maximum eigenvalue test examines the null hypothesis of exactly r co-integrating relations against the190
alternative of r+1 co-integrating relations with the test statistic.191

18 In maximum Eigen value test-Null hypothesis:192

The number of co-integrating vectors are equal to r.193

19 Alternative hypothesis:194

The number of co-integrating vectors are r+1.195

20 iv. Standard VAR196

We use Standard Var when we detect in the series that there have not exist long run associations between197
variables. In that case, we use Standard Var to investigate short run properties in the series. Then we may go198
for Granger causality tests/Wald block Test under Standard VAR environment to establish causal links between199
variables.200

21 v. Wald test statistics201

Wald test is named after the famous statistician Abraham Wald especially for parametric statistical test. When202
we check whether the individual independent variable has the significant effect on the dependent variables or not,203
we use OLS test. But we use Wald test to check whether there are any joint effect of independent variables to204
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the dependent variable ignoring their coefficients [ C=(0)]. If the P value is less than 5% then we can tell that205
the independent variables have joint effect to explain the dependent variable. The test is based on true statistics206
because it uses parameters only from the sample statistics.207

22 Assumptions about the Error Terms:208

The expected residuals are zero: E ?i,t = 0 With i=1, 2 The error terms are not auto correlated: E ?i, t. ?j, ? = 0209
with t ? ? VAR-Model does not allow us to make statements about causal relationships. This holds when VAR-210
Model is only approximately adjusted to an unknown time series Process, while a causal interpretation requires211
an underlying economic model. However, VAR-Models allow interpretations about the dynamic relationship212
between the indicated variable.213

23 VI.214

24 Result and Discussion215

25 LREER LREMIT216

LGDPG LINTTRADE217
The descriptive statistics is basically used to explain the nature of data based on the few indicators. The base218

of skewness is 3. When the skewness value is greater than the base, the skewness is positive meaning that it219
has a long right tail. If the value is less than the referred base then we can call it mirrors normal skewness and220
platykurtic. The jarque bera test statistics measures the difference of the skewness and kurtosis of the series with221
those from the normal distribution. Here, the Jarque-Bera test statistics significantly favours the remittance,222
GDP growth and international trade because the probability is significant.223

26 b) Unit root test224

The In the lag length table, most desirable number of lag length is model for unrestricted VAR because it favors225
the information criteria of LR, FPE, AIC, SC and HQ. The optimal lag length determination is one of the226
preconditions for testing Johansen co-integration test statistics. The long run associations between variables can227
be determined after the optimal lag length selection. When we test the Johansen co-integration test, we must228
notice that constant, parameter and trend that are affect by the variables we selected. The Akaike and Schwarz229
value is important when we select appropriate model.230

The minimum value get preference while selection and becomes a quadratic deterministic trend model.231

27 f) Johansen co-integration test232

Johansen co-integration test statistics is developed by the Johansen (1988) and ??uselius (1990). The model233
can be used though there are more than one co-integrated associations between variables and the VAR takes234
all endogenous variables. Co-integration test is basically the long run associations between variable that are235
non-stationary at their levels and stationary at 1 st difference.236

Trace test shows that there is no any co-integrating equations. That means there are no long run relationships237
among the variables at 5% significance level. The test of serial correlation helps to detect whether there are238
any serial correlations between the variables or not. The null hypothesis= No serial correlations and alternative239
hypothesis = There are serial correlations. The decisions can be made on P value. When the P value is greater240
than 5% the null hypothesis support that there is no serial correlations. Here, all three types (Q-statistics, LM241
and Heteroscedasticity) of Serial correlation test statistics signifies that there is no any serial correlation.242

Unrestricted Co-integration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue) Johansen co-integration test associates to243
statistics one is Trace statistics and other is Maximum eigenvalue statistic. According to the both statistic244
the null hypothesis (r = 0), there is no co-integrated associations between variables is rejected against alternative245
hypothesis that is co-integrated associations. The result shows that there are no co-integrating equations at 5 %246
significance level in both trace and maximum eigenvalue statistics.247

28 g) VAR model248

Vector auto-regressive model (VAR) is used to test the short run relationship among the variables. The lagged one249
variables are the independent variables of dependent variables (REER, LREMIT, LGDPG, and LINTTRADE).250
Here, the numbers are coefficients, Standard errors are in 2 nd bracket and t-statistics in the 3 rd bracket.251
The result is, We see that the adjusted R-square value of three dependent variables are better representative of252
combined effect of independent variables. But how much an independent variable is significant to explain the253
dependent variable is shown by ordinary least square method using proc equations as follows. ??———————254
—————–( ??———————————( ??—————————( ??———————-(9) Here, the proc makes255
four equations that includes 20 coefficients. The t-statistics is the result of coefficient divided by standard error.256
Now after estimating the OLS (ordinary least squares) method we get the probability (P) value. The decision257
can be given using P value. When the p value is more than 5 %, the particular independent variable is not258
significant to explain the dependent variable.259
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33 CONCLUSION

29 Coefficient260

Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.261
C The probability value helps to see which independent variable is significant to explain the dependent variable.262

The decision is to be taken at 5 % significance level. If the p value is greater than 5% than null hypothesis263
is rejected that is there is no significant relationship between independent and dependent variable with their264
respective coefficients. Here, C (1), C (6), C (7), C (10), C (19) and C (20) is significant at 5% significant level265
where the P value is less than 5% in the following four equations above.266

30 h) Wald Test statistics267

Wald test statistics helps to identify whether there are any short run causality or not. The null hypothesis268
explains there is no short run causality and alternative hypothesis favors the short run relationship. P value269
determines accept or reject null hypothesis. When it cross 5%, Null hypothesis is accepted and there is no short270
run causality. The result from C (2) and C (3), coefficients of REMIT and GDPG signifies that there are short271
run relations at 5% significance level. Because the P value is greater than 5%.272

31 i) Ganger causality test statistics273

Here, the decision depends on probability. If the P value less than 5% then we can tell that that independent274
variables affects dependent variable. Here, we can see that the LREMIT(Remittances received) and LINTTRADE275
(International trade) significantly affect the REER (real effective exchange rate) at 5% significant level.276

32 j) Analysis of Variables Affecting Real Effective277

Exchange Rate FMOLS The johansen co-integration test helps to detect the long run and short run relationship278
between variables according to test results. But the severity and the direction is tested by associating the fully279
modified ordinary least square (FMOLS) test statistics by Phillips R-squared value indicates about 9.17 % of280
real effective exchange rate volatility is due to the volatility of independent variable. The strong significant281
relations is hold when the R-squared value is greater than 60 %. Our calculated value is less than the standard.282
But we should also think that we used three independent variables excluding all other variables affect the real283
effective exchange rate. So, we cannot underestimate the result because other 80% of the variation of real effective284
exchange rate as a results of the other variables such as inflation, interest rate, FDI, monetary and fiscal policy285
and so on. The t-statistics shows that the remittance have negative effect on real effective exchange rate, as286
my description in introduction part but other two variables (GDP growth and International trade) have positive287
effect. VII.288

33 Conclusion289

Our purpose was to investigate the factors affect real effective exchange rate. We used factors that affect real290
effective exchange rate fluctuations for the 1987-2017 period in Bangladesh. The use of statistical software helps291
us to show relationship among the dependent and independent variables and significance with one another.ADF292
and PP test statistics ensured us to go for further analysis. Correlogram test helps us to certify that the variables293
are non-stationary at level and stationary at 1 st difference. Q-statistics, LM and Heteroscedasticity shows that294
there is no serial correlations among variables.295

After fulfilling these conditions we went for analysis to test whether there is any long run relationship or short296
run relationship with real effective exchange rate. Johansen co-integration test result shows that there is no long297
run co-integrating relationship at 5% significance level according to trace maximum eigenvalue test. The short298
run relationship specifies us to use VAR model to determine how much lagged independent variables affect the299
dependent variables. The VAR model ensued us that there is a combined effect on dependent variables because300
their adjusted Rsquared value is statistically significant. OLS test helps us to detect the variables significantly301
affect the dependent variable. We saw that real effective exchange rate has its own significance having a constant302
growth over the years and other independent variables affect it such as international trade, remittance. The303
joint effect is tested by the Wald test where we saw that ”Remittance and international trade, Remittance and304
GDP growth” have combined effect on real effective exchange rate volatility. Ganger causality test statistics305
indicates LREMIT (Remittances received) and LINTTRADE (International trade) significantly affect the REER306
(real effective exchange rate) at 5% significant level. The FMOLS test now tell that the Remittance affects real307
effective exchange rate negatively. International trade (trade openness) and GDP growth have positive effect308
on real effective exchange rate volatility. The FMOLS test also certifies the result of correlation matrix having309
negative correlation with remittance and other two independent variables (GDP growth and International trade)310
have positive correlations with real effective exchange rate. 1 2311
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